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Abstract

[4]. But the large complexity of VQ hindered its use
on compression of speech parameters. It is necessary
to use quite a large codebook size in order to achieve
a good speech quality with a moderate bit rat,e. But
as well known, it is difficult to train a large codebook,
and takes long time to encode and decode the parameters. A solution to this problem has been proposed in
[4] through a split VQ where the LSP parameters arc
grouped into two groups and two smaller codebooks
are used indepmdently. It is also well known that correlations exist between speech models in the adjacent
frames (interframe correlations). In order to exploit
interframe correlations, multiframe coding with interpolation of missing LSP parameters have been investigated [l]. In [3], a linear prediction of LPC parameters using previous frame LPC parameters have beeii
studied. Both approaches however suffer from t,he fact,
that changes of LSP parameters are highly nonlinear
and linear modeling approaches do not provide significant improvements. Furthermore, in t,he prediction
approach [3], t'he error in one frame propagates to tht.
following frames. In the interpolation approach, intelligibility is severely degraded even when the paramcters are not quantized [l],and introduces long delay
(8 frames delay) and large amount of computations.

We znuestigate a tame-frequency domaan vector
quantzzalzon approach f o r low bit rate speech codzng The well known CELP standard provzdes an efficzent representataon of a speech szgrial zn unzts of a
frame length (30 m s ) uszng an all-pole speech model.
For most eficzent speech compression, znter and antraframe correlatzons of speech parameters should be
explotted Thzs observatzon prevaously lead t o multaframe codtng wath anierpolatzon [1][2], or LSP predzctzon [3] But such h e a r modelzng approaches sufler
f r o m the nonlinear speech parameter dynamzcs. The
proposed approach elzrnznates such problems whale exploitzng zntra and znterframe correlatzons. Computer
sznrulalzons demonstrate sagnajicantly amproved compressiori performance ( 1 . 5 2 bats/frame) under a gzven
s p d r a l dastortzon.

1

Introduction

Code Excited Linear Prediction coder (CELP) has
been successfully used in speech coding and adopted
as a Federal Standard (FS1016). It is a model-based
coding scheme using all-pole filters to represent the
spectral envelop of a speech segment or frame. Line
Spectral Pairs (LSPs) become the major representation scheme for filter parameters [4][5] because of its
excellent properties in terms of filter stability, preservation of minimum phase properties as well as small
spectral sensitivity. The mostly used performance
measure of parameter encoding is spectral distortion
(SD) [4].Both the average SD and maximum SD represent aspects of quality of a coded modeling (or LPC)
filt.er, hence the quality of a reconstructed speech.
Vect,or Quantization (VQ) utilizes the correlations
within each input block. Since specch parameters tend
to have correlations, VQ offers more efficient representation of speech model than the scalar quantization

In this paper, we propose a new scheme based on
vector quantization of LSP parameters in the timcfrequency domain. The proposed new scheme utilizes
both intrafranke and interframe correlations of the parameters, but it does not suffer from the problems the
previous two approaches encounter. A similar attempt
has been madc using matrix quantization concept [lo].
Our approach is different from matrix quantization i n
the following aspects: i) LSP parameters in CELP
coding is utilized rather than LPC parameters. Hencl.,
the modeling filter stability problem after quantization
is removed. i i ) In order to reduce the computational
complexity, split VQ is applied. Split VQ has been
recently investigated by Paliwal and h t a l [4], but the
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ing filter after parameter quantization are well known
and important. The smaller intraframe correlations
and larger interframe correlations of LSP parameters
are especially attractive when one considers a split-VQ
as discussed in the next section.

coding was based on single frames and does not exploit interframe correlations. iii) In order to further
reduce the computational complexity, multi-stage split
VQ has been incorporated for a higher bit rate coding.
The -paper
as follows. Section 2 shows
- is organized
some statistical properties of LPC and LSP parameters which give justifications for using LSP for compression. In Section 3, we describe our new VQ approach in time-frequency domain. We further introduce 2-stage split VQ to reduce computation complexity for higher quality speech coding. In Section 4, we
present the simulation results, and compare with other
methods [1],[4]. Conclusions are given in Section 5.
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Some Statistical Properties of LPC
Table 1. Cross-correlation of LSPs

and LSP Parameters
It is well known that coding of data which represent a given source information is more efficient if the
data is less correlated. In other words we can achieve
better compression if we use less redundant representation of a source before quantization and compression. This fact is well witnessed by the popularity of
transform and subband coding, etc. Since a speech
model can be represented by either LPC or LSP parameters, it is also necessary to investigate which is
a more suitable representation in terms of data compression. First, we investigate correlations between
parameters within a frame. In Table 1, normalized
cross-correlations of LPC coefficients are shown and
Table 2 shows LSP parameters. About 22,700 speech
frames are used from a recording of a FM broadcasting station where two males and one female speakers
having discussions. The frame length is 30 msec as defined in FS-1016. LSPi and LPCi represent i-th LSP
and i-th LPC coefficients, respectively.
From Table 1 and Table 2 , it can be seen that LSP
parameters are less correlated compared with LPC coefficients. Next, auto-correlations of LSPs and LPC
coefficients are shown in Tables 3 and 4, respectively.
For an efficient compression of a series of frames, it
is necessary to exploit correlations between frames.
Therefore, it would be better if the parameters reveal
the interframe correlations more explicitly. If we examine LSP and LPC autocorrelations across frames, it
can be seen that LSP parameters exhibit higher level
of autocorrelations than LPC parameters. In the LPC
parameters, only the first two parameters show high
level of correlation, say, above 0.7 in p ( l ) , while in
the LSP case, five parameters are above 0.7. Therefore, LSP parameters are more suitable for exploitation of interframe correlati6ns. Other advantages of
using LSP parameters such as stability of a model-

Table 2. Cross-correlation of LPC coefficients

Table 3. Auto-correlation of LSPs

Table 4. Auto-correlation of LPC coefficients.

3 Vector Quantization of LSP Parameters in Time-E'requency Domain

(TFVQ)
Vector quantization(VQ) considers a set of data as
an input unit and take advantage of the fact that such
higher dimensional input data usually do not span
all possible combinations. Therefore, such input data
tends to have highly nonuniform distribution in the
input data space. By utilizing an optimized nonuniform quantizer, an efficient representation of source
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codebooks are used where three of them are used for
the first stage of 3-split VQ and the last is used for VQ
of the residual error. In our simulation, an identical
codehook size is used for all of them. It will be possible to improve the performance by using an optimal
I,it-allocation algorithm among these codebooks, and
tlir result will reported later.
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Figure 3. Average spectral distortion per frame
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Fig 2 Two-stage TFVQ Scheme
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Simulation Results and Discussions

In our simulation, the speech sample is obtained
from a FRII radio station, where three two males and
o w feiriale speakers have discussions The lowpass
filteird speech is digitized at sample rate 8 Khz and
sve usr 16 bits to quantize each sample The frame size
IS 30 iiis as defined i n the Federal Ftandard 1016 [8]
Spect ral analysis 15 performed for rnch franie by openlool', IO-th order autocorrelation LPP analysis with
no pitwnpliasis hrid a 15 Hz bandwidth expansion and
using r~ 30 iiis Hamming Window There are 20,000
frainc-s i n the training data The evaluation uses 2,500
frainc.4 out qide of the training speeche3 hut from the
saiiie three speahrrs
'Ihe prrformdiices of Atal's 2-split VQ (Atal VQ)
1.11 \ ' Q - ~ S P ~interpolation (VQI) [l], and our propow1 split tiine-frequency VQ (TFVQ) are compared
D(,pcnding on the desired bit rates, either 2-split
7 V\'Q shown i n Fig 1-a) or :<-split TFVQ shown in
Fig 1-11) are iinplmietited
1;igure 3 sho~vsthe average spectral distortions (def i i r r d i [ ~I:q (1)) of these three methods depending on
th(> hit rntcs The proposed TFVQ achieves about
I Z 2 hits inore (oiriprcssion compared with Atal VQ
<it t h e bailie distortion level It also outperforms VQI
which i5 h i i t i d f o r very low-bit rate coding VQI [1][2]
i i s ~ sAtal \'Q as haws for interpolation
Atal VQ
15 very difficult to haiitlle coding with more than 26
Iiits/frdiiir tircausr of the large complexity for a large
codrbook SIZC I h e to the same reason. it is very difficult for \'QI t o use more bits per frame Even though
wr can itnagine using more bits, from Flg 3 , we can
~

D 4
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data is possible. If the input vector size is increased,
the nonuniformity of input data distribution becomes
more significant, hence more efficient representation
(i.e., higher compression) is possible. But the complexity of the system increases exponentially, requiring
larger codebook size, larger set of data for quantizer
(codebook) design, longer decoding time due to search
from a larger codebook.
One of the compromises to reduce the complexity
of the system is to decompose the high dimensional
input data space into nonoverlapping subspaces recursively, which is usually referred as tree-structured
VQ(TSVQ). TSVQ is a suboptimal quantizer since
nonuniformity of input data distribution is explored
locally.
If we interpret 10 LSP parameters in a frame as one
input vector, and assume that a representation of such
a vector would require 24 bits' the codebook size will
be approximately 224 M 16 x lo6 which is too large
large for practical applications. Recently, a split VQ
[4] has been proposed which separates 10 LSPs into
two blocks - lower 4 LSPs and higher 6 LSPs. It reduces the input vector into two smaller sizes, hence
reduces the codebook size to 212 212 = 8 K approximately (assuming that 2.4 bits are used for each LSP
on the average). Due to the nonoverlapping nature
of the split, intraframe correlations between the two
groups of parameters are not exploited. In the LSP parameter case, it has been shown that such intraframe
correlations are smaller for LSP parameters than LPC.
Hence LSP parameters are suitable for such a split VQ.
The split VQ presented in [4] does not utilize the interframe correlation. Since speech signals are strongly
correlated in the time-frequency domain, a better result can be achieved if the splitting is performed in the
time-frequency domain so that more correlated data
are grouped together.

more split is desirable using a moderate number of bits
for each groups. For example, in our investigation, we
used two-split for the design of a coding system utilizing 6 to 12 bit/frame, and three-split for 13 t o 18
bits/frame. In the three-split, the first block contains
the first 3 LSPs, the second block the middle 3 LSPs
and the third block the last 4 LSPs of every adjacent
frames as shown in Fig 1-b). These blocks of data in
the time-frequency domain are treated as independent
vectors and separate codebooks are designed. Since
each vector dimension is reduced, smaller codebook
sizes can be used even for a higher bit-rate coding
system. We used LBG algorithm [7] in our codebook
designs. The distance measure is a modified version
used in [4] d(f,f ) =
c i w i ( f i - fi)', where fi
and .fi are the i-th original and reconstructed (codebook) LSPs, the weight wi = [P(fi)]0.15,
where P ( f i )
is the power spectrum of the frame's modeling filter at
frequency f i l and ci is an additional weighting terms
which are 1.0 except for cg = 0.9 and c10 = 0.7.
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Fig.1 Block structures for 2-split and 3-split TFVQ

3.2

Two-stage split TFVQ

For high quality speech coding, one needs to use
more bits to encode LSPs. The Split TFVQ presented
in the previous section has difficulty in encoding LSPs
with more than 18 bits/frame (or more precisely, 36
bits/twcframe since two frames are coded at the same
time) because of large codebook size, and hence training and computation. A well-known suboptimal treestructured VQ (TSVQ) coding scheme is not attractive for exploiting inter/intra-frame correlations. Another suboptimal VQ known as multi-stage VQ has
been described in [9]. This approach is more suitable
here to handle the situation. The second stage of VQ
can be advantageously used for further exploitation of
intra-frame correlations, which was not possible due to
split of LSP parameters in the first stage. In the treestructured VQ, such an improvement is not possible.
The overall structure of the proposed 2-stage TFVQ is
shown in Fig.2. In the proposed coding scheme, four

Split TFVQ

In our first approach, we split LSP coefficients as
suggested in [4], but each group in a frame is combined with the corresponding group in the adjacent
frame. Therefore, input vectors are defined in a timefrequency domain as shown in Fig.1-a). The number of split is determined by the trade-off between
the complexity of the system and desired quality. If
one wants to increase the quality of parameter coding without increasing system complexity significantly,
'In order to achieve "transparent"quantization of LPC parameters (meaning less than l dB loss in log spectral distortion
measure) for low bit r a t e coders[4], a scaler quantization would
need about 32-40 bits. The number 24 is a rough estimate considering a performance improvement by using VQ.
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demonstrated that the proposed approach improves
the performance by 1.5 - 2 bits/frame compared to
previous approaches. The optimal split of LSP parameters in the time-frequency domain and optimal
bit allocation will further improve the performance of
the algorithm.
For further research, one can use more refined vector quantizer depending on the properties of speech
data. For example, two set of vector quantizers can be
optimized for voiced and unvoiced speeches separately
and used with a voiced/unvoiced discriminator. The
approach can be further expanded for use with more
refined speech classification in the time-frequency domain.
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Figure 6. Average Spectral Distortion for high bit
rate coding
Fig 6. shows the simulation results of our second
approach - 2-stage split TFVQ(2S-TFVQ) aimed at
higher bit rate. It is interesting to see that the performance of two-stage TFVQ coding is almost coincide with the extrapolated performance curve of the
3-split TFVQ. Compared with Atal’s split-VQ [4],
our method requires 1.5 bits less per frame under a
given SD measure. This fact demonstrates that 2STFVQ provides a better complexity performace tradeoff for higher quality speech coding than previous apprao ches .

5

Conclusions

In this paper, we introduced a new LSP parameter coding scheme based on Time-Frequency domain
Vect,or Quantization (TFVQ) exploiting both interframe and intraframe correlations. This approach is
inspired by split-VQ [4], which reduces codebook size
by separate coding of LSP parameters. The proposed
scheme does not suffer from the problems which occur in interpolation and prediction approaches, such
as error propagation and inherent error which does not
decrease even with a increased bit rate. It has been
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